
your students’ preparation for  
the 2020 A2 Key (for Schools)

The KET Vocabulary List issued by Cambridge ESOL is a guide to the 
vocabulary needed when preparing students for the Key and Key  
for Schools examinations.

The list is updated regularly and with the revised format of the A2 Key  
and A2 Key for Schools exams coming into effect from January 2020  
some words have been added and some removed.

Optimise

FOR EXAM

PREPARATION

Optimise will equip teenage students with  

the essential techniques they need to succeed 

in exams, as well as help teachers become exam 

experts by supporting them every step of the way.
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ptim
ise is updated for 2020 exams

A: a few , action , advert , all kinds of , allow ,  

all sorts of , all the time , app , awesome  

B: (be) bad for somebody , bin , blog , bracelet , 

 bring back , business person , butterfly , by the way 

C: closet , come back , comedy , continue  

D: delicious , directions , dive , diving 

E: each oher , equipment , event , experience  

F: feelings , first of all , folder , frightened 

G: get back , get dressed , get married , give back ,  

give somebody a call/ring , guess what 

H: harbor , horror

K: kid (s) 

L: length , local 

M: make sure , metal , mom 

O: oh dear , Olympic , outdoor , oven 

P: paragraph , password , poor thing/you , port 

R: rubbish  

S: scared , scary , seem , snake , strawberry , striped ,  

stripes , stuff , success , successful , suggest 

T: tablet , take part , title , toothache , transport  

U: upload 

W: wardrobe , whale , whose , wifi

Removed vocabulary from 2020 A2 Key (for Schools)

B: bandage 

C: cathedral

New vocabulary for 2020 A2 Key (for Schools)


